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Abstract: To study the role of MgO in the reduction of N2O in circulating fluidized bed boilers, density
functional theory was used to evaluate heterogeneous decomposition. The interference of SO2 and
CO on N2O was considered. N2O on MgO (100) is a two-step process that includes O transfer and
surface recovery processes. The O transfer process is the rate-determining step with barrier energy
of 1.601 eV, while for the Langmuir–Hinshelwood and Eley–Rideal surface recovery mechanisms,
the barrier energies are 0.840 eV and 1.502 eV, respectively. SO2 has a stronger interaction with the
surface-active O site than that of N2O. SO2 will occupy the active site and hinder N2O decomposition.
CO cannot improve the catalysis of MgO (100) for N2O because O transfer is the rate-determining
step. Compared with homogeneous reduction by CO, MgO has a limited catalytic effect on N2O,
where the barrier energy decreases from 1.691 eV to 1.601 eV.
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1. Introduction

With the growing awareness of environmental protection, increasing attention has been
paid to energy saving and emission reduction in the coal-fired power generation industry.
China’s newly issued air pollutant emission standards for thermal power plants [1] put
forward strict requirements for nitrogen oxide emissions from coal-fired power plants.
Compared with conventional pulverized coal boilers, circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boilers
emit more N2O. Under partial load conditions, the emission concentration of CFB boilers
can reach 360 mg/Nm3 [2], which is approximately an order of magnitude higher than
that of a conventional pulverized coal-fired boiler. N2O is a powerful greenhouse gas,
with a global warming potential 310 times that of carbon dioxide and 21 times that of
methane [3]. Nowadays, N2O has been regarded as a substance that causes the most
serious damage to the ozone layer [4]. Therefore, reducing N2O emissions from CFB boilers
should be prioritized. In CFB boilers, dolomite is a kind of common desulfurizer. Dolomite
is a compound salt of calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate, wherein its main
component is CaMg(CO3)2. According to the reaction conditions, dolomite decomposes
via a two-step ((1) and (2)) or one-step mechanism (3) [5]:

CaMg(CO3)2 →MgO + CO2 + CaCO3 (1)

CaCO3 → CaO + CO2 (2)

CaMg(CO3)2 →MgO + CaO + 2CO2 (3)
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The formation of MgO, either by dolomite decomposition or pulverized coal combus-
tion, affects N2O emissions as it depends on the in-depth exploration of N2O decomposition
and reduction catalyzed by MgO, which can better control the desulfurization and denitri-
fication in a CFB boiler and lay the foundation for the development of catalysts. The results
calculated by density functional theory (DFT) have shown that the MgO (001) surface with
oxygen vacancy has the highest catalytic activity for the adsorption and decomposition of
N2O [6]. Meanwhile, the first-principle calculation results show that the oxygen ions on the
surface are the active sites for MgO catalyzing N2O decomposition, and the theoretically
calculated activation energy is 33 kcal/mol [7]. In addition, experiments and density func-
tional theory calculations also confirmed that the decomposition mechanism of N2O on
the MgO surface mainly includes the oxygen atom transfer process and surface reduction
process [8].

However, in the actual CFB boilers, other flue gas components, such as SO2 and CO,
also affect the decomposition of N2O catalyzed by MgO. The reduction process of N2O
with CO or SO2 on the surface of catalysts involves a two-stepwise reaction mechanism [9]:

N2O→ Oads + N2 (4)

CO + Oads → CO2 or SO2 + Oads → SO3 (5)

First, the N2O reduction reaction starts with the dissociative adsorption of N2O on
the surface of the catalyst, yielding the N-2 molecule and an activate d oxygen moiety
(Oads) adsorbed over the catalyst. Then, the Oads moiety is eliminated by CO or SO2
molecule [10]. The reduction reaction of N2O and CO or SO2 is embodied in the following
aspects: the catalyst surface provides a reactive site for CO and N2O and improves N2O
reduction, while CO significantly reduces the activation energy of N2 desorption on the
surface of catalysts [11]. N2O is assisted to be decomposed into reactive oxygen atoms
(Oads) and N2 molecules by adsorption of SO2 molecules, and then SO2 molecules are
oxidized by Oads [12]. However, there is no study on the reaction mechanism of the MgO
catalyst surface for CO or SO2 reduction of N2O, and the catalytic mechanism of MgO is
still unknown.

In this paper, the mechanism of N2O decomposition on MgO was studied to under-
stand the effects of CO and SO2 on the catalytic decomposition of N2O and to better reveal
the mechanism of nitrogen oxide transformation in CFB boilers and clarify the effect of
desulfurization on nitrogen oxide emissions, which will help to control the emissions of
nitrogen oxide and sulfur oxide in CFB boilers. In the first part, the calculation method is
discussed, and the second part shows the MgO (100) surface model and the decomposition
mechanism of N2O on the MgO (100) surface. At the same time, the competitive adsorption
of SO2 on the MgO (100) surface and the effect of CO on the catalytic decomposition of
N2O are taken into account.

2. Materials and Methods

All the calculations were performed using a DFT based on quantum chemistry, which
is realized by the DMol3 [13,14] package of Materials Studio software. The generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) basis set [15] are used to
evaluate the exchange–correlation energy, while atomic base functions are expanded using
double numerical base group plus polarization functions (DNP). In the calculation process,
all the valence electrons are considered, and the inner electrons are not specially treated.
The basis set superposition error (BSSE) of the Dmol3 package is better than that of the
Gaussian 6-311+G (3 df, 2 pd) basis set [16], as it can also provide a better description of the
weaker keys. In addition, the processing method of using the GGA electronic development
method with PBE for exchange–correlation potential has been widely used [8,17–19], and
its computational accuracy can be compared with that of Gaussian 6-31G**. This calculation
uses an atomic truncation radius of 4.8 Å and a Smalling value of 0.005 Ha to accelerate
convergence. The convergence thresholds for energy, stress, and displacement herein are
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2 × 10−5 Ha, 0.004 Ha/Å, and 0.005 Å, respectively. The Monkhorst–Pack k-point [20]
sampling points of 3 × 3 × 3 are used in the structural optimization of the MgO crystals,
while the sampling points of 3 × 3 × 1 are used in the energy calculation, structural
optimization, and transition state search. The linear/quadratic synchronous transition
(LST/QST) method [21] is used to identify the transition state of the reaction and optimize
the transition state structure to ensure that the virtual frequency of the transition state
is unique.

The adsorption energy Ead of gas molecules on the surface is calculated as follows:

Ead = Esys − Eads − Esur (6)

where Esys is the total energy of the system after the gas molecules are adsorbed on the
surface, Eads is the energy of the adsorbed gas, and Esur is the energy of the surface.

3. Results
3.1. MgO Surface Model

MgO belongs to a cubic crystal system with a space group number of Fm3m (225),
meaning it has a sodium chloride crystal structure. To verify the rationality of the calculation
method and accuracy, the structure of the crystal cell was optimized when studying the
crystal. The lattice constant after structure optimization was 4.26 Å. In order to study
the catalytic decomposition and catalytic reduction of N2O by MgO, it was necessary to
establish a reasonable surface model to characterize the surface properties of MgO. Surface
energy is a measure of the breaking of chemical bonds between molecules during surface
formation, and density functional theory (DFT) is a theoretical calculation based on the
principles of quantum physics, which is very suitable for measuring surface energy [22].
Therefore, we first studied the energy of different MgO surfaces to determine the stable
surface of MgO and compared the surface energies of two low-index MgO surfaces (100,
110). These two surfaces are plate models of 3–7 layers of MgO (100) and MgO (110) in
the optimized MgO crystal, wherein each layer contains 8 Mg ions and 8 O ions. To avoid
mutual interference between the mirror surfaces, a 12 Å vacuum layer was constructed
perpendicular to the surface, and the surface energies of each surface were calculated as
follows [23]:

σsur f =
(Eslab − NEbulk)

2Asur f
(7)

where σsur f is the surface energies of each surface, Eslab is the total energy required to build
the surface, Ebulk is the energy of the MgO cell after structure optimization, N is the number
of MgO cells in the surface model, and Asur f is the surface area of the MgO (100) surface.

The surface energy calculated from Equation (7) is shown in Figure 1. It is clear that
the surface energy of the MgO (100) surface is lower than that of the MgO (110) surface
for the 3–7 layers of MgO (100) and MgO (110) models, indicating that the MgO (100)
surface is more stable than the MgO (110) surface. Further, for alkaline earth metal oxides,
the MgO (100) surface is more stable and compact than MgO (110) surface. These results
are consistent with the results of Broqvist et al. [23]. When the number of surface layers
gradually increases from three to seven, the surface energy of the MgO (100) surface
changes by 1%. Considering the calculation and its accuracy, the MgO (100) five-layer
surface model was used in subsequent calculations to study the performance of MgO
catalytic decomposition and catalytic reduction of N2O.

The constructed five-layer MgO (100) model is shown in Figure 2, wherein it can be
seen that the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) on the MgO (100) surface is
mainly attributed to the oxygen sites of the edge mode, which indicates that the oxygen
sites on the surface are more likely to participate in the catalytic reaction process of the
surface than the magnesium sites on the surface. As shown in Figure 2c, the results of
the partial density analysis (PDOS), the price band of the MgO (100) model is mainly
contributed to by the 2p orbital of the surface oxygen ions, mainly distributed between the
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−5 eV and Fermi energy levels. These results are in good agreement with the results of
Broqvist et al. [23], who used the CASTEP module based on plane wave expansion.
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3.2. The Stable Adsorption Structure of N2O on the Surface of MgO (100)

Adsorption is the first step in N2O molecules’ decomposition on the surface of MgO
(100). The surface of MgO (100) consists of two active points of five-bit oxygen ions and
five-bit magnesium ions. The calculation considers the eight adsorption structures of N2O
with its oxygen and external nitrogen ends perpendicular to the surface, the magnesium bit,
the bridge level, and the empty position. The stable adsorption structure after structural
optimization is shown in Figure 3.

Table 1 illustrates the stable adsorption structure, adsorption energy, and charge
transfer of N2O at different sites on the MgO (100) surface. One can notice that the
adsorption energies (Eads) of N2O molecules on the pristine MgO (100) were in the range of
−0.011 to −0.092 eV. Thus, there is no obvious chemical adsorption when N2O is adsorbed
on the MgO (100) surface when considering the eight adsorption configurations [24,25].
Regarding adsorption energy, the adsorption energy of N2O is the largest at the bridge
site of its O end on the surface, reaching only 0.092 eV. In addition, the closest distance
between N2O and the surface after adsorption is the N-terminal of the N2O at the site of the
magnesium ion on the surface, with a distance of 2.663 Å. The farthest distance between
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N2O and the surface after adsorption is the O vacancy on the surface, with a distance of
3.760 Å. Note that the bond lengths of the N–O bond and N–N bond of the N2O molecule
did not change significantly before and after adsorption. In addition, according to the
Mulliken charge analysis, the charge transfers of all eight adsorption configurations were
small, wherein the maximum charge transfer occurred when N2O was adsorbed at the
Mg site at the N end of N2O. After adsorption, N2O transferred 0.012 e to the surface of
MgO (100). According to the comprehensive adsorption energy, stable aggregate structure
after adsorption, and charge transfer, N2O is in a state of physical adsorption when in
this structure.
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Table 1. Adsorption energy, adsorption structure, and charge transfer of N2O adsorption on
MgO (100).

Serial Number Adsorption Structure Ead
eV

Nearest
Distance

Å

N–O Bond
Length

Å

N–N Bond
Length

Å

q
e

a The O is at O atop −0.016 3.554 1.196 1.142 −0.004

b The O is at the top of the
surface Mg −0.091 2.798 1.196 1.140 −0.002

c The O is at the surface
bridge −0.092 2.800 1.197 1.140 0.002

d O vacancy on the surface −0.011 3.760 1.195 1.142 −0.005

e The N is at the top of the
surface O −0.023 3.576 1.195 1.142 −0.004

f The N is at the top of the
surface Mg −0.064 2.663 1.193 1.140 0.012

g The N is at the surface
bridge −0.063 3.252 1.193 1.142 −0.007

h N vacancy on the surface −0.033 3.332 1.195 1.142 −0.005

3.3. Decomposition Path of N2O on the Surface of MgO (100)

Decomposing N2O on the MgO (100) surface first requires the transfer of N2O oxygen
atoms to the active site on the MgO (100) surface, as shown in Figure 4. This entire reaction
must cross an energy barrier of 1.601 eV and simultaneously absorb 0.485 eV to form an ad-
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sorbed atomic oxygen and N-N group. Note that the calculated results are close to the exper-
imental (36 kcal/mol ≈ 1.561 eV) and theoretical values (33 kcal/mol ≈ 1.431 eV) obtained
by Snis et al. [7], which are slightly higher than those obtained by Piskorz (31.8 kcal/mol
≈ 1.379 eV) and Karlsen et al. [26] (34.8 kcal/mol ≈ 1.509 eV). With regard to the surface
catalytic activity of MgO (100), the energy barrier of the reaction is higher than 0.989 eV
on the surface of CaO (100) and 1.228 eV on the surface of CaS (100). At low surface
coverage, the catalytic activity of the surface is mainly determined by the difficulty of
the transfer of oxygen atoms from N2O to the surface-active site. Therefore, the catalytic
activity of the oxygen transfer on the MgO (100) surface is lower than that of CaO, which is
another commonly used desulfurized in furnaces that produce the desulfurization product
CaS, creating a furnace reductive atmosphere. The activation energies of the oxygen atom
transfer process on the surface of CaO (100) and CaS (100) are 0.989 eV and 1.228 eV,
respectively [18].
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At higher surface coverage, the activity of the MgO (100) surface to catalyze the
decomposition of N2O depends on the regeneration ability of the surface-active site, which
is the ability to remove the active site and adsorb atomic oxygen. Figure 5 shows the
energy diagram of the surface reduction of MgO (100) by the Langmuir–Hinshelwood (LH)
mechanism, wherein two adsorbed oxygen atoms can be moved and reorganized to form
an oxygen molecule, forming adsorbed oxygen on the surface of MgO (100). This reaction
process must overcome an energy barrier of 0.840 eV and release 0.852 eV.

Another possible surface reduction process follows the Eley–Rideal (ER) mechanism,
which is shown in Figure 6. Here, the adsorbed oxygen atom reacts with the subsequent
N2O molecules to form adsorbed oxygen and nitrogen molecules. This process needs to
overcome 1.502 eV and release 0.419 eV.

Based on these results, the energy barrier of the surface reduction process of MgO
(100) is lower than that of the oxygen atom transfer process at higher surface coverages.
Therefore, the constant rate step of N2O decomposition catalyzed by surface MgO (100) is
the oxygen atom transfer process. Although the ability of the oxygen active site of the MgO
(100) surface to catalyze N2O decomposition is weaker than that of the CaO (100) and CaS
(100) surfaces, its surface regeneration ability is better. Thus, in terms of N2O decomposition
catalyzed by MgO (100) surface, surface modification and the loading of active components
are necessary to improve the surface catalytic activity for N2O decomposition.
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3.4. Effect of SO2 and CO on the Decomposition of N2O Catalyzed by MgO (100)

Other flue gas components in furnaces will affect the catalytic performance of N2O
decomposition on the surface of MgO (100). Thus, the adsorption of SO2 on the MgO (100)
surface was studied. The stable adsorption structure after geometric optimization is shown
in Figure 7, and the adsorption energy, geometric structure, and Mulliken charge transfer
after structure optimization are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 7. Stable adsorption structure of SO2 molecules on the surface of MgO (100). (a) The S is at the
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(g) The S is at the surface bridge; (h) S vacancy on the surface.

Table 2. Adsorption energy, adsorption structure, and charge transfer of SO2 adsorption on the
surface of MgO (100).

Serial
Number

Adsorption
Structure

Ead
eV

Nearest
Distance

Å

S–O Bond
Length

Å

S–O
Bond

Length
Å

q
e

a The S is at the top
of the surface O −0.238 1.855 1.511 1.513 −0.440

b The S is at the top
of the surface Mg −0.047 2.961 1.484 1.484 −0.077

c The S is at the
surface bridge −0.239 1.837 1.510 1.514 −0.448

d O vacancy on the
surface −0.239 1.837 1.510 1.514 −0.447

e The S is at the top
of the surface O −0.058 2.398 1.490 1.502 −0.143

f The S is at the top
of the surface Mg −0.055 2.373 1.490 1.500 −0.143

g The S is at the
surface bridge −0.116 2.326 1.508 1.508 −0.202

h S vacancy on the
surface −0.032 2.984 1.490 1.497 −0.130

As seen in Figure 7 and Table 2, when SO2 molecules are adsorbed on the MgO (100)
surface with adsorption configurations a, c, and d, the adsorption energies are −0.238 eV,
−0.239 eV, and −0.239 eV, respectively, and the distances between the adsorbed SO2
molecules and the surface are 1.855 Å, 1.837 Å, and 1.837 Å, respectively. Further, the
charges transferred from the MgO (100) surface to the adsorbed SO2 molecules after
adsorption are 0.440 e, 0.448 e, and 0.447 e, respectively. As shown in Figure 7 and Table 2,
compared with configurations a, c, and d, when other adsorption configurations b, e, f,
g, and h are adsorbed on the surface of MgO (100), the adsorption energy is smaller, and
the adsorption energies are −0.047 eV, −0.058 eV, −0.55 eV, −0.116 eV, and −0.032 eV,
respectively. The distances between the adsorbed SO2 molecules and the surface are large,
2.961 Å, 2.398 Å, 2.373 Å, 2.326 Å, and 2.984 Å, respectively. After adsorption, the charge
transferred from MgO (100) surface to the adsorbed SO2 molecule is small, 0.077 e, 0.143 e,
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0.143 e, 0.202 e, and 0.130 e, respectively [27]. Regarding adsorption energy, geometry,
and charge transfer, SO2 formed strong chemical adsorption with its S-terminal at the
oxygen top site, bridge site, and vacancy adsorption of MgO (100). When SO2 is adsorbed
at the surface Mg site at its S end or its O end on the MgO (100) surface, its interaction
with the surface is also weak. In addition, by comparing the adsorption energy, structure
parameters, and charge transfer of N2O on the MgO (100) surface, it was found that the
interaction between SO2 and the MgO (100) surface is much stronger than that between
N2O and the surface. The oxygen site on the surface of MgO (100) is the common active site
for SO2 adsorption and N2O decomposition. However, because of the strong interaction
between the SO2 gas molecules and the surface, the existence of SO2 will hinder the catalytic
decomposition of N2O on the MgO (100) surface.

When CO exists, it reduces N2O molecules in the flue gas homogeneously and affects
the catalytic decomposition process of N2O on the surface of MgO (100) [28]. As shown
in Figure 8, N2O molecules will form an adsorbed atomic oxygen on the surface of MgO
(100) after oxygen transfer. Thus, if there is only N2O in the gas atmosphere, the activation
energies of the surface reduction according to the LH and ER mechanisms are 0.840 eV and
1.498 eV, respectively. In the presence of CO, the reaction energy diagram of the surface-
adsorbed atomic oxygen is shown in Figure 8, wherein the activation energy of the whole
reaction process is only 0.086 eV, with 3.934 eV released. Therefore, the existence of CO can
improve the rate of surface reduction, but the catalytic activity of the MgO (100) surface
for N2O decomposition is determined by the transfer process of oxygen atoms. Thus, the
existence of CO will not improve the catalytic activity of the MgO (100) surface. When
comparing the homogeneous reduction of N2O via CO and the heterogeneous reduction of
CO under the catalysis of MgO (100), we found that the heterogeneous reduction of N2O
by CO is a two-step reaction. First, the N2O molecule undergoes the transfer process of
oxygen atoms and must cross the energy barrier of 1.601 eV. Then, the surface reduction
process occurs, which requires energy of 0.086 eV. Therefore, the total energy barrier of the
catalytic reduction of N2O by CO on the MgO (100) surface is 1.601 eV, which is slightly
lower than that of homogeneous reduction of N2O by CO (1.691 eV) [18]. Therefore, the
reaction rate of CO with N2O can be increased with the MgO (100) surface.
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Figure 8. Energy line diagram of MgO (100) surface reduced by CO.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a quantum chemistry method based on the DFT was used to study the
decomposition mechanism of N2O on a MgO (100) surface and the effect of SO2 and CO
on the catalytic N2O decomposition on the MgO (100) surface. The decomposition of N2O
on the MgO (100) surface is a two-step reaction consisting of oxygen atom transfer and
surface reduction. The activation energy of the oxygen transfer process is 1.601 eV, and
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the surface reduction process can be carried out according to the ER or LH mechanisms,
wherein its activation energies are 1.502 eV and 0.840 eV, respectively. By comparing the
corresponding energy change process of ER mechanism and the LH mechanism, it can
be concluded that the corresponding path of the LH mechanism is more likely to react.
According to the adsorption of N2O molecules on the surface and the desorption of N2
and O2, the reaction energy barrier of N2O decomposition in MgO (100) is 1.601 eV, and its
constant rate step is the transfer process of oxygen atoms, and its catalytic performance
for N2O decomposition is weaker than that of the CaO (100) and CaS (100) surfaces. In
addition, by comparing the adsorption energy, structure parameters, and charge transfer
of N2O on the MgO (100) surface in Figures 3 and 7 and Tables 1 and 2, we can see that
the adsorption energy, structure parameters, and charge transfer of N2O on the surface of
N2O, the presence of SO2 competes with N2O for the active oxygen sites on the surface of
MgO (100), thus reducing the catalytic activity of MgO (100). However, CO can accelerate
the reduction of the MgO (100) surface and, compared with the homogeneous reaction; the
MgO (100) surface can catalyze the reduction of N2O by CO to a limited extent (wherein the
activation energy decreases from 1.691 eV to 1.601 eV (According to the previous research,
the barrier of homogeneous reduction of N2O by CO was determined from the energy
distribution diagram [18]).
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